ELECTRIC HOSE CONVERSION KIT: Compatible with all models of Crack Filling Machines
Including Crafco, Cimline, Seal Master, Marathon, Spaulding, Bearcat and others

Convert your non-heated hose to a heated hose system. If you own a Crafco EZ-Pour crack sealing kettle or any other kettle with a non-heated hose now you can convert your crack sealing kettle into an electrically heated hose system. This system is reliable, affordable and an easy to install. The heating system is superior to that provided by the kettle manufacturer (system requires a 3000 watt generator, not included).

CONTROLLER
- Automatic Hose Temperature Controller
- Stainless Steel Weather Proof Enclosure Box
- Low and High temperature settings (allows temperature range to be set based on crack sealing material you're using)
- Heat Up Time under 20 minutes
- 120 Volt Plug-In Connector - Plugs into 3000 Watt Generator (not included) or wall outlet
- Automatic Load Bearing (will not draw power unless required)
- Digital Controller displays hose material temperature
- Bypass Feature (allows setting to be adjusted without activation of heater) Simple: Load 1-10 bags of mix into mixer, heat & dump.

OPTION: HEATED HOSE
- Electrically Heated Material Hose, 22' L (19' useable when using Holder)
- Safety Shroud with crimped ends
- Insulation
- Thermo Couple
- Braided hose core
- Flexible with 8" bend radius (12" with material inside)
- Light Weight (15 Lbs lighter than Crafco Hose)
- Uses 6 Independent Heating Elements.
- Each Element is wired independently. If a heating element breaks, the remaining elements will continue to function, keeping you operational.
- Removable Hose Shroud with quick connect pin (use with Holder Assembly)

OPTION: APPLICATOR CRADLE ASSEMBLY
- Turns your hose into an application wand
- No Need for a separate wand